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Abstract

Current vision-language pre-training (VLP) methodolo-
gies predominantly depend on paired image-text datasets,
a resource that is challenging to acquire in radiology due
to privacy considerations and labelling complexities. Data
augmentation provides a practical solution to overcome the
issue of data scarcity, however, most augmentation meth-
ods exhibit a limited focus, prioritising either image or text
augmentation exclusively. Acknowledging this limitation,
our objective is to devise a framework capable of concur-
rently augmenting medical image and text data. We design
a Pairwise Augmentation (PairAug) approach that contains
an Inter-patient Augmentation (InterAug) branch and an
Intra-patient Augmentation (IntraAug) branch. Specifically,
the InterAug branch of our approach generates radiology
images using synthesised yet plausible reports derived from
a Large Language Model (LLM). The generated pairs can be
considered a collection of new patient cases since they are
artificially created and may not exist in the original dataset.
In contrast, the IntraAug branch uses newly generated re-
ports to manipulate images. This process allows us to create
new paired data for each individual with diverse medical
conditions. Our extensive experiments on various down-
stream tasks covering medical image classification zero-shot
and fine-tuning analysis demonstrate that our PairAug, con-
currently expanding both image and text data, substantially
outperforms image-/text-only expansion baselines and ad-
vanced medical VLP baselines. Our code is released at
https://github.com/YtongXie/PairAug.

1. Introduction
Vision-language pre-training (VLP) has garnered consid-
erable attention in recent years [25], yielding substantial

∗Equal contribution. †Corresponding author.

benefits across a wide spectrum of downstream tasks. How-
ever, the application of VLP within the medical domain faces
a complex challenge, largely attributable to the inherent re-
quirement for extensive data. For instance, the Contrastive
Language–Image Pretraining (CLIP) model [25] necessitates
training on a dataset comprising 400 million image-text pairs
curated from the internet. In stark contrast, the total volume
of publicly accessible medical images and reports is signifi-
cantly lower by several orders of magnitude. This scarcity
is primarily due to privacy considerations, data acquisition
challenges, and the rarity of certain diseases [8].

Data augmentation algorithms serve to address the sam-
ple size limit without altering the base model architecture,
making them widely applicable across various tasks and algo-
rithms. By expanding medical datasets using such methods,
we can not only enhance the size and diversity of training
datasets but also impute missing values and maintain pa-
tient privacy, thereby reducing dependence on real-world
data acquisition. Many studies [7, 11, 14, 22, 24, 30] have
explored image augmentation techniques designed specifi-
cally for medical image expansion, which mainly include
traditional spatial transformations and morphological opera-
tions, as well as recent image synthesis techniques. These
studies demonstrate significant potential in enhancing the
accuracy of data-driven diagnostics and prognostics appli-
cations. Influenced by the recent advancements in Natural
Language Processing (NLP), particularly the development of
Large Language Models (LLMs) [1, 5, 23, 34], many studies
have concentrated on the augmentation of medical textual
data [6, 32, 44] such as traditional synonym replacement,
random deletion and random insertion, as well as more re-
cent methods using LLMs to generate reliable text samples.

Despite considerable advances in the field, a significant
proportion of medical data augmentation algorithms remain
narrowly focused, concentrating exclusively on either image
or text augmentation. In the context of VLP, image and text
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data are interconnected and interdependent. Expanding data
from a single modality, such as exclusively expanding im-
ages or text, fails to fundamentally enhance the information
gain. This limitation arises from two main factors: Firstly,
the augmented modality must retain semantic congruence
with the non-augmented one, thereby constraining the scope
for diversifying semantic content. For instance, an enlarged
X-ray image paired with its original, unchanged report might
lead to a description mismatch. Secondly, the information
in the non-augmented modality remains unchanged, failing
to correspond with modifications in the augmented modality.
Consider a scenario where a CT scan image is altered to
depict a tumour, but the associated text report remains unal-
tered, thus not accurately reflecting the changes in the image.
Effective augmentation in VLP requires a synchronised en-
hancement of both image and text, ensuring coherence and
maximising the information gain from paired medical image-
text data. We thus argue that the simultaneous expansion
of medical image and text data is paramount. By adopt-
ing this parallel augmentation strategy, we not only enlarge
the dataset quantitatively but also increase data diversity at
the semantic level, thereby further enhancing the model’s
generalisation capability and accuracy.

In this paper, we propose a Pairwise Augmentation
(PairAug) approach for medical VLP. The PairAug consists
of two distinct branches: the Inter-patient Augmentation
(InterAug) and the Intra-patient Augmentation (IntraAug)
branches, each with unique functions. These branches aim
to expand paired data across inter- and intra-patient domains,
maintaining a careful balance to avoid redundancy or overlap
within the augmented pairs. The InterAug branch, powered
by large text-to-image models, generates synthetic radiol-
ogy images from plausible reports produced by the LLM.
Given that these image-report pairs are entirely synthesised,
they represent an ensemble of novel patient cases, most of
which may not exist in the original dataset. These artifi-
cially created cases provide us with a new reservoir of data
that can augment the current repository of real-world cases.
Conversely, the IntraAug branch operates differently. It mod-
ifies existing images according to new reports generated
by the model. This unique approach allows us to expand
a multitude of new image-report pairs for each individual
patient, each pair reflecting a different medical condition.
The IntraAug branch thereby allows for creating a diverse
dataset that better represents the variety of potential medical
scenarios a patient might experience.

We further incorporate two data pruning techniques into
our approach to ensure the augmented data’s integrity and
quality. These methods leverage a pre-trained text-image
retrieval model to sift through the data, discarding noisy or
irrelevant samples. This rigorous quality control process
ensures that our dataset comprises the most relevant and
reliable data, making it highly suitable for further analysis

and training.
We conduct medical VLP experiments using real-world

pairs from the MIMIC-CXR dataset and PairAug-generated
image-report pairs. The learned representations are trans-
ferred to classifying diseases under zero-shot and fine-tuning
settings on these downstream tasks. Benefiting from the
augmented paired data, our approach achieves mean AUCs
of 88.34% and 70.79% on the ChestXpert and PadChes zero-
shot protocol, respectively surpasses the advanced CheXzero
by about 2.10% and 4.50% without ensemble. On RSNA
fine-tuning protocol, using PairAug-generated pairs beats
strong competitors like ImageNet pre-training, and advanced
medical image-report pre-training competitor CheXzero. Be-
sides, PairAug also outperforms popular image-/text-only
augmentation baselines on these downstream tasks.

2. Related Works
Medical VLP Medical VLP, an extension of VLP in health-
care, aims to interpret complex medical images and asso-
ciated texts. Many approaches use vision-language con-
trastive learning [15, 37, 40, 43, 46], leveraging naturally
occurring medical image-radiology report pairs, yielding
impressive results across various tasks like image classifica-
tion [15, 37, 46] and image-text retrieval [15, 37, 40]. Re-
cent advancements have seen the incorporation of Masked
Auto-Encoder (MAE) model [12] from the natural images
domain into medical VLP, proving beneficial [4, 47]. How-
ever, despite promising outcomes, the performance is often
limited by the scarcity and diversity of real-world medical
image-text pairs.
Medical Data Expansion The field of medical data expan-
sion is an active area of research, addressing the critical issue
of data scarcity in healthcare [19]. Traditional image expan-
sion methods have primarily adopted spatial transformations
such as rotation, scaling, and flipping, as well as morpho-
logical operations like cropping and padding [17, 39, 45].
Although these techniques are straightforward to implement,
they may fall short of capturing the intricate variations in-
herent in medical images. The emergence of advanced aug-
mentation techniques, particularly Generative Adversarial
Networks (GANs), has ushered in a new era of synthetic but
realistic-looking image generation. GANs and their variants
have demonstrated considerable success across various med-
ical imaging contexts [22, 24, 42], offering a richer, more
diverse dataset for model training. A handful of recent works
have explored the potential of Language-to-Image models
in medical image expansion [3, 26, 29, 41]. They employ
prompts based on medical textbooks/reports as inputs for
generating images and improving the diagnostic accuracy of
models trained on limited real datasets.

Traditional text expansion methods work at different
granularity levels [6]: characters, words, sentences, and
documents. Recent advances in LLMs, e.g., PaLM [5],
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LLaMA [34], and ChatGPT, have facilitated the develop-
ment of more sophisticated text expansion methods. Despite
substantial progress in medical data expansion, most existing
strategies are confined to either image or text synthesis. This
singular focus does not adequately address the persistent
issue of limited real-world medical image-text pair data.

3. Proposed Method

Problem Statement To tackle the issue of limited data, we
explore a novel dataset augmentation task. Considering open-
vocabulary learning, we specifically aim to augment image-
text pairs in an original/existing dataset Ωo, where (xi, yi) ∈
Ωo. Here, xi represents an image paired with corresponding
text yi (e.g., radiology reports), and no indicates the number
of samples. The objective of dataset expansion is to generate
a collection of new synthetic samples Ωs, where (x̃i, ỹi) ∈
Ωs, to amplify the original dataset, enabling a learnable
model trained on the expanded dataset Ωo ∪Ωs significantly
outperform a model trained solely on Ωo. Crucially, the
synthetic pairs set Ωs should bring sufficient new and correct
information to boost the model’s training.
How to Augment for Effective Expansion? To generate
new image-text pairs, we leverage the capabilities of the
large language model P and the image synthesis model G,
known for their impressive text and image generation capa-
bilities, respectively. However, the effectiveness of different
sample types remains unclear. Our main insight is that the
newly synthesised pairs (x̃, ỹ) ∈ Ωs should introduce new
information compared to the original pairs (x, y) ∈ Ωo while
maintaining a high quality for each created pair. To achieve
these, we consider two key criteria: (1) non-overlapped pair-
wise augmentation and (2) prioritising high-quality pairs.
Overall Pipeline As shown in Figure 1, considering the
aforementioned points, we propose a framework called Pair-
wise Augmentation (PairAug) for expanding datasets. This
framework, guided by the specified criteria, broadens the
dataset through two distinct branches: Inter-patient Augmen-
tation (InterAug) and Intra-patient Augmentation (IntraAug),
thereby preventing redundancy or overlap in the augmented
pairs. Moreover, we incorporate specific data pruning meth-
ods for each branch to uphold the quality of the augmented
pairs. The pipeline of PairAug can be formulated as

Ωs̃ ← Pr(Ωs), s.t. Ωs = {(x̃i, ỹi)|x̃i = G(ỹi), ỹi = P(yi)}ns
i=1,
(1)

where Ωs̃ is the subset of Ωs and ns denotes the number
of synthetic pairs in Ωs. Pr() is a pruning operation. For
simplicity, we omit the input prompt for large language
model P . In practice, the final synthetic data set Ωs̃ consists
of two subsets Ωâ and Ωe′ derived from our InterAug and
IntraAug branches, respectively. In the following, we will
depict how to obtain Ωâ and Ωe′ , as well as the specific
formulation of Eq. (1) in the proposed two branches.

Table 1. Reports before and after modifying based on our prompt.
First row: abnormal→ normal; second row: normal→ abnormal.

Report (before) Report (after)

Mild pulmonary edema with su-
perimposed left upper lung con-
solidation...

No pulmonary edema or
lung consolidation is ob-
served...

...lungs are hyperinflated
though clear, cardio mediasti-
nal silhouette is stable, ...

...lungs are collapsed and
unclear, cardio mediastinal
silhouette is unstable, ...

3.1. InterAug: Inter-patient Augmentation

New Report Generated by Large Language Model (LLM)
Firstly, we focus on the text domain, using ChatGPT with
Azure OpenAI service to process X-ray reports. The LLM
produces the resulting report based on manual instruc-
tion (prompt). To simplify the process, we aim to find a
single satisfactory prompt when generating new reports, i.e.,
“Following is an original chest X-Ray report. Generate one
possible augmentation that is limited to 50 words while con-
veying partial opposite meanings than the original report”.

As shown in Table 1, we take as an example that provided
the input report “Mild pulmonary edema with superimposed
left upper lung consolidation”, we use ChatGPT to gener-
ate an appropriately modified output report “No pulmonary
edema or lung consolidation is observed” based on our writ-
ten prompt. In this way, we can obtain a large number of
new and diverse radiology reports. Due to the page limit, we
provide more examples in the supplementary.
Inter-patient Image Generation In this part, we seek to
generate images based on text without any other constraints.
In this way, these pairs can be regarded as a set of new
patients as they are synthetically generated and may not exist
in original datasets (see the generated image in Figure 2(a)).
Specifically, we base our model on Stable Diffusion, a large-
scale text-to-image (T2I) latent diffusion model [28] and use
the post-pretraining version on radiology datasets, namely
RoentGen [3]. Formally, the process of generating new
image-text pairs can be defined as

Ωa = {(x̂i, ŷi)|x̂i = Gz∼pz
(ŷi, z), ŷi = Pyi∈Ωo

(yi)}na
i=1,

(2)
where P refers to the LLM and G is the generation model.
pz is the prior distribution for input noise variable z. na

means the number of new image-text pairs.
Data Pruning by Semantically-aligned Informativeness
To ensure the quality of the generated pairs, we introduce a
data pruning method Pra() based on a semantically-aligned
score Sa, which resorts to the semantic alignment abilities
of CLIP [25]. Similar to [27], we rerank the samples drawn
from the generation model using CLIP. Notably, as we focus
on the radiology image generation in chest X-rays, we em-
ploy MedCLIP [38] pre-trained on the chest X-ray dataset
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Inter-patient 

Augmentation

Intra-patient 

Augmentation

T2I model Pruning

T2I model Pruning

Significant changes

observed, enlarged

cardiac silhouette …

No relevant change,

normal size of the

cardiac silhouette …

… normal size

of the cardiac

silhouette …

… enlarged size

of the cardiac

silhouette …

Original Image-Report Pair

Generated Report

Synthetic Image

Discarded Image

Cross Attention

“normal”

“enlarged”

Swap

y ∈ Ωo

ොy ∈ Ωa

y′ ∈ Ωe

(x, y) ∈ Ωo

ොx ∈ Ωa ොx ∈ Ωොa

x′ ∈ Ωe

x′ ∈ Ωe′

Figure 1. Overall of Pairwise Augmentation (PairAug) pipeline, consisting of two branches: Inter-patient Augmentation (InterAug) and
Intra-patient Augmentation (IntraAug). In InterAug, we first generate new reports ŷ ∈ Ωa by a large language model P from original reports
y ∈ Ω. Then, we synthesise images x̂ ∈ Ωa from the generated reports, followed by a data pruning method w.r.t. the semantic alignment
between generated image-report pairs. As for IntraAug, we seek to generate images for the same individual but with different medical
conditions. To this end, we reuse the same generation model G to synthesise images but swap the cross-attention map M from the original
report y with that (i.e., M ′) from the modified report y′ during the generation process. After that, we consider a data pruning method based
on both synthetic pairs (x′, y′) ∈ Ωe and original pairs (x, y) ∈ Ω. Last, we merge Ωâ and Ωe′ as the final synthetic paired data set Ωs̃.

rather than the original CLIP model. Specifically, for the
paired data from our InterAug, MedCLIP assigns a score
based on how well the image matches the report. Then, we
filter and only retain those image-report pairs that have at-
tained scores exceeding the threshold τ . In this way, we
not only ensure the semantically aligned informativeness
of the extended data set but also improve the robustness of
our data generation method against failures of the genera-
tion model. Mathematically, the retained data set Ωâ after
pruning process can be defined as

Ωâ ← Pra(Ωa, τ) = {(x̂, ŷ)|(x̂, ŷ) ∈ Ωa,Sa(x̂, ŷ) > τ},
(3)

where Sa(x̂, ŷ) refers to the cosine similarity between the im-
age feature and text feature extracted by MedCLIP’s image
encoder and text encoder, respectively.

3.2. IntraAug: Intra-patient Augmentation

Besides expanding the data at the patient level through Inter-
Aug, we seek to obtain samples that capture various medical
conditions for each individual. This further enhances the di-
versity of dataset without introducing overlap or redundancy
compared to data generated by InterAug. However, due to
the lack of guarantees regarding image consistency, captur-
ing changes in each patient’s condition, even minor changes,
is challenging. In Figure 2(a), the radiology images are

(a) T2I model (InterAug)

Original* Generated

Original Report: No relevant change, no pneumonia, normal size

of the cardiac silhouette, …

(b) T2I model (IntraAug)

Original* Generated

Generated Report: Significant changes observed, pneumonia

detected, enlarged size of the cardiac silhouette, …

Figure 2. Images synthesised from original and generated reports
by (a) the T2I model in InterAug and (b) the T2I model in IntraAug
with attention map swapping, respectively. * denotes images gener-
ated from the original reports rather than the original images.

from different patients, even if both of them are semantically
aligned with their reports (see the box and description in
red). This contradicts our goal, as we hope to generate radi-
ology images displaying different medical conditions for the
same patient (Figure 2(b)), rather than generating conditions
on another patient. To this end, we design an IntraAug to
yield new intra-patient images using newly generated reports
while considering the original reports as conditions. To make
the whole model memory-friendly, instead of re-developing
an image editing model (in which the editing quality may not
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be guaranteed with limited training data), we reuse the same
generation model G (from the above section) to synthesise
images but swap the cross-attention map from the original
report. See the below section for more details.
Image Generation by Controlling Cross-Attention Maps
Inspired by the observation in [13], we seek to control the
generation process by modifying the intermediate cross-
attention maps M of generation model G. Formally, we
define the generation process as

Ωe = {(x′
i, y

′
i)|x′

i = E(yi, y′i), y′i = Pyi∈Ωo(yi)}
ne
i=1, (4)

where P is the large language model and ne means the total
number of generated data. Here, E refers to the generation
process, which contains the diffusion model G and an at-
tention map swapping operation Swap(t)(Mt,M

′
t). This

operation swaps the original cross-attention maps Mt (from
the original report y) with the modified M ′

t (from the mod-
ified report y′) at step t of the diffusion process, e.g., from

“normal” to “enlarged” in Figure 1.
Mathematically, given y′, the output noisy image z′t−1 at

the step t of diffusion processing can be calculated by

z′t−1 ← E(t)(y, y′) = G(t)(y′, z′t){Swap(t)(Mt,M
′
t)}.

(5)
Here, let G(t)(y′, z′t){Swap(t)(Mt,M

′
t)} represent the dif-

fusion step where we swap the attention map Mt with the
modified map M ′

t , where Mt ← G(t)(y, zt) and M ′
t ←

G(t)(y′, z′t). The noisy images zt and z′t are generated at the
previous step from y and y′, respectively. For G, a random
noise z′T ∼ pz is fed at the first step T and finally yields
the image x′ = z′0 at the last step 0. Moreover, follow-
ing [13, 21], we use a softer attention map swapping method
for well-controlling the degree of modification, i.e.,

Swap(t)(Mt,M
′
t) :=

{
Mt ←M ′

t t < η
Mt otherwise, (6)

where η = 0.5 is a timestamp hyper-parameter, specifying
which step the swapping operation is used.
Data Pruning by Hybrid Consistency In this part, we
assess the data from IntraAug by designing a hybrid con-
sistency score, which consists of three consistency criteria:
(i) semantic alignment S1 between input reports and corre-
sponding images; (ii) similarity S2 between original images
and generated images; (iii) the consistency of the change
S3 between two images with the change between the corre-
sponding two reports. For (i) and (ii), we directly use the
MedCLIP to capture both features of reports and images,
and then calculate the similarity for image-report pairs and
image-image pairs, respectively. As for (iii), inspired by [10],
we use the directional similarity in CLIP space. This calcu-
lates the cosine similarity between ∆x and ∆y, where ∆x
represents the differences between image features and ∆y
represents the differences between report features.

Due to the different magnitudes of S1, S2, and S3, we
seek to computer them individually and subsequently take
their mean values as filtering thresholds. Formally, the data
sets Ω1, Ω2 and Ω3 can be filtered by

Ω1 = {(x′, y′)|S1(x′, y′) > (µ1 − ϵ)}
Ω2 = {(x′, y′)|S2(x′, x) > (µ2 − ϵ)}
Ω3 = {(x′, y′)|S3(∆x,∆y) > (µ3 − ϵ)}.

(7)

Here, ∆x is the subtraction of features between x and x′

while ∆y is that between y and y′, where (x′, y′) ∈ Ωe and
(x, y) ∈ Ωo. The Ωo is the original data set. µ1, µ2 and
µ3 denote the mean value of score S1, S2 and S3, respec-
tively. Besides, we introduce a hyper-parameter ϵ, making
the threshold more flexible and less stringent. Finally, we
obtain the augmented dataset by

Ωe′ ← Pre(Ωe,Ωo, ϵ) = Ω1 ∩ Ω2 ∩ Ω3, (8)

where Pre() is the pruning method with above three criteria.

3.3. Medical VLP with Generated Pairs

We amalgamate real-world and generated medical image-
text pairs for our medical VLP. Our model builds upon the
CheXzero framework [33], an advanced approach that pro-
ficiently exploits semantic correspondences between medi-
cal images and radiology reports for comprehensive medi-
cal data representation learning. We use the Vision Trans-
former [9], ViT-B/32, as the image encoder and employ a
Transformer [36] with 12 layers and a width of 512 with
eight attention heads for the text encoder. We initialized the
self-supervised model using the pre-trained weights from
OpenAI’s CLIP model [25]. After that, we apply the pre-
trained weight parameters to various downstream classifi-
cation tasks under zero-shot and fine-tuning settings. For
the zero-shot setting, we followed the CheXzero and used
a positive-negative softmax evaluation procedure on each
disease for multi-label classification task. In particular, we
compute logits with positive prompts (such as pneumonia)
and negative prompts (that is, no pneumonia). Then, we
compute the softmax between the positive and negative log-
its. Lastly, we keep the softmax probabilities of the positive
logits as the probability of the disease in the chest X-ray. We
employ the widely-used linear probing approach for the fine-
tuning evaluation, in which the pre-trained image encoder is
frozen, and only a randomly initialized linear classification
head is trained.

4. Experiments
4.1. Implementation Details

Generation Setup Following [3], we establish a guidance
scale of 4 and generate images at 512 resolution with 75
denoising steps using a PNDM noise scheduler [20]. For
data pruning, we empirically set the τ and ϵ thresholds to 0.3
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and 0.003, respectively, to guarantee the quality of generated
image-text pairs. Finally, our PairAug generates 187,922
image-text pairs; 44,279 are from InterAug, while IntraAug
produces the remaining 143,643 pairs.
Pre-training Setup We combine real-world 377k imge-
report pairs from the MIMIC-CXR dataset [18] and PairAug-
generated image-report pairs for the pre-training. During
the pre-training phase, we combine the real-world and gen-
erated pairs. We set the input image size at 224× 224 and
normalise each image using the training dataset’s sample
mean and standard deviation. We tokenise reports using
byte pair encoding with a 49,408-word vocabulary. We use
the stochastic gradient descent optimiser combined with a
learning rate of 0.0001, a momentum of 0.9, and a batch size
of 64. The maximum training epoch is ten.
Downstream Setup We test the performance of learned
VLP representations on three radiology-based downstream
datasets: (1) CheXpert dataset [16] contains 191,229 frontal
chest radiographs. We use its official test set for zero-shot
evaluation aiming to classify each image into 5 five individ-
ual binary labels: atelectasis, cardiomegaly, consolidation,
edema, and pleural effusion; (2) PadChest dataset [2] has 193
disease image labels, including 174 radiographic findings
and 19 differential diagnoses. We adopt 39,053 chest X-rays
annotated by board-certified radiologists for zero-shot evalu-
ation; (3) pneumothorax classification on the RSNA Pneumo-
nia dataset [31] with over 29k frontal view chest radiographs,
which aims to classify each radiograph into negative or pos-
itive for pneumothorax. We split the dataset into training,
validation, and test sets with an 80%/10%/10% ratio. We
report the area under the ROC curve (AUC), accuracy (ACC)
and macro-averaged F1 score (F1) as the evaluation metrics.
We put more details in the supplementary.

4.2. Comparison with State-of-the-arts

We compare our PairAug with different pre-training and
data augmentation methods on three downstream datasets,
including zero-shot evaluation on ChestXpert and PadCh-
est datasets in Table 2 and linear probing evaluation on
RSNA datasets under varying ratios of available labelled
data (1%, 10%, and 100%) in Table 3. The compared
methods include ImageNet pre-training [9], popular medical
image-report pre-training approaches MGCA [15], CXR-
CLIP [43] and CheXzero (our base model) [33]. Be-
sides, we test the impact of our base model with only
image augmentation (Base+AugImg), with only text aug-
mentation (Base+AugText), with image+text augmentation
(Base+AugText+AugImg), and with our paired image-text
data augmentation (Base+PairAug). For AugImg, we incor-
porate traditional image augmentation in VLP, i.e., random
cropping, Gaussian Blur, and Grayscale, to expand the image
data. For AugText, we employ ChatGPT to rewrite the origi-
nal reports while keeping the same semantics, to expand the

text data. For AugText+AugImg, we add traditional image
augmentation to the AugText setting.
Comparison with Different Augmentation Methods When
comparing with image-only and text-only data augmentation
methods (i.e., AugImg, AugText, and their combination), Ta-
ble 2 shows that our PairAug exhibits superior performance
across all these scenarios.

Although AugImg and AugText contribute to perfor-
mance improvement compared to the base model (CheXzero-
S), their data augmentation focuses on only a single modal-
ity (either image or text), under the premise of semantic
invariance, limiting their potential to enrich the information
gain fundamentally. Besides, limited to the data diversity
at the semantic level, it is interesting that performance is
not significantly enhanced even when these two augmen-
tation techniques are combined. In contrast, our PairAug
approach generates paired medical image-text data, augment-
ing both image and text modalities concurrently, and impor-
tantly, without the restrictions of semantic invariance. Thus,
PairAug produces a more comprehensive and contextually
rich training dataset for the model, which, as demonstrated
by the experimental results, improves model performance.

For ChestXpert and PadChest datasets, the performance
gain achieved by PairAug over AugImg, AugText, and
AugImg+AugText is significant for all metrics with a 95%
confidence interval (CI). E.g., for ChestXpert, PairAug
achieves an average AUC of 88.34%, an average AUC of
84.97%, and an F1 score of 65.73%, which are higher than
the scores achieved by AugImg (87.43, 84.07 and 62.16),
AugText (87.03, 82.43 and 62.07), and AugImg+AugText
(87.12, 83.69 and 62.46). The total minimum performance
gain over three augmentation methods is 5.08% on the
ChestXpert dataset and 3.82% on the PadChest dataset. On
the RSNA dataset, PairAug consistently outperforms three
augmentation methods across all proportions of available
labelled data. Even with only 1% of labelled data, PairAug
achieves an AUC of 85.89%, an accuracy of 83.13% and
an F1 score of 73.51%. This consistent outperformance of
PairAug over all these augmentation methods across differ-
ent scenarios illustrates the importance and effectiveness of
generating paired image-text data for medical VLP tasks.
Comparison with Different Pre-training Methods In Ta-
ble 2, our PairAug, using CheXzero as a base model, sets new
state-of-the-art zero-shot learning benchmarks for two key
downstream datasets. Our method also beats the CheXzero
model with or without using ensembles. For the fine-tuning
comparisons, Table 3 shows that compared to models trained
on ImageNet only, those further pre-trained on medical
datasets—specifically CheXzero—consistently perform bet-
ter, regardless of the labelling ratio. This demonstrates the
importance of tailored pre-training for medical imaging,
which has unique characteristics and requirements. More-
over, our PairAug consistently outperforms CheXzero on
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Table 2. Classification results (AUC, ACC and F1) of different pre-training methods on two downstream test sets under zero-shot evaluation.
For ChestXpert, the metrics all are the average of five diseases. For PadChest, the metrics all are the average of 193 diseases. Numbers
within parentheses indicate 95% confidence interval (CI). ‘S’ denotes a single model. ‘E’ is the ensemble over top-ten model checkpoints.

Methods ChestXpert PadChest
AUC(%) Acc(%) F1(%) AUC(%) Acc(%) F1(%)

MGCA (NeurIPS’22) 84.29(79.88, 88.33) 82.11(76.04, 87.00) 61.12(53.00, 69.00) 66.12(59.56, 72.05) 81.38(63.32, 91.68) 4.89(4.13, 6.60)
CXR-CLIP (MICCAI’23) 86.20(82.02, 90.08) 83.24(76.28, 88.20) 61.63(53.44, 69.73) 68.50(61.87, 74.52) 86.04(71.85, 94.13) 8.62(6.63, 11.57)
CheXzero-E (Nat.BE’22) 88.92(84.97, 92.29) 85.75(81.84, 89.44) 66.51(58.62, 73.56) 71.24(65.52, 76.05) 84.54(70.50, 92.45) 7.36 (5.31, 9.34)

CheXzero-S (Base) 86.24(81.77, 90.16) 83.13(74.76, 88.24) 59.98(52.47, 67.18) 66.29(59.57, 72.23) 79.44(64.22, 90.69) 6.15(5.00, 8.02)

Base + AugImg 87.43(83.37, 90.96) 84.07(78.48, 88.44) 62.16(54.55, 69.29) 68.12(61.74, 73.96) 83.73(68.44, 92.56) 6.15(4.87, 8.25)
Base + AugText 87.03(82.72, 90.55) 82.43(77.24, 87.16) 62.07(54.52, 69.11) 67.35(60.82, 73.14) 81.93(66.64, 90.65) 6.41(5.13, 8.49)

Base + AugText + AugImg 87.12(82.94, 90.86) 83.69(77.96, 88.40) 62.46(54.64, 69.99) 69.23(63.01, 74.48) 83.39(68.37, 92.46) 5.91(4.63, 8.10)

Base + PairAug (Ours) 88.34(84.31, 91.84) 84.97(80.00, 88.76) 65.73(57.65, 73.11) 70.79(64.90, 75.97) 84.90(71.63, 93.18) 7.51(5.99, 9.95)
Base + PairAug-E (Ours) 89.97(86.00, 93.27) 86.21(81.60, 89.92) 67.78(59.72, 75.07) 72.51(66.36, 77.77) 86.51(72.59, 93.77) 7.67 (6.28, 10.08)

Table 3. Classification results of different pre-training methods on
RSNA test sets under different ratios of available labelled data.

Methods 1% 100%
AUC Acc F1 AUC Acc F1

Rand 61.48 77.62 43.70 77.67 79.01 59.89
ImageNet 74.98 77.51 48.53 83.63 81.60 69.19

CheXzero-S (Base) 83.45 80.5 70.05 86.99 83.56 75.08
Base + AugImg 84.80 82.02 72.28 87.84 84.67 76.41
Base + AugText 84.42 81.76 71.83 87.40 83.82 75.31

Base + AugText + AugImg 84.79 81.93 71.79 87.78 84.68 76.22
Base + PairAug (Ours) 85.89 83.13 73.51 88.63 85.23 77.10

the RSNA dataset whenever using different proportions of
labelled medical data for fine-tuning. These superior results
further suggest the effectiveness of our data augmentation
strategy. By augmenting image and text data concurrently,
PairAug enhances the generalisation performance of these
downstream tasks. This is particularly beneficial when only
a limited amount of labelled data is available.

4.3. Ablation Study

To test the performance of each component in PairAug,
we conduct an ablation study for InterAug, IntraAug and
two data pruning strategies in Table 4. We gradually add
each component to the base model to observe downstream
zero-shot performance trends on ChestXpert and PadChest
datasets. First, incorporating the InterAug/IntraAug mod-
ule leads to a limited, even decreased, performance gain
on both datasets. This can be attributed to the generated
data that possibly introduce noise or inconsistencies, caus-
ing the model to underperform. The subsequent addition
of both data pruning mechanisms results in a noticeable im-
provement in average performance (+3.05%) compared with
the base model, demonstrating the value of this component
in filtering out low-quality synthesised data and reducing
noise in the training set. Finally, when we incorporate all
components into the framework, the performance on both
datasets reaches its peak (+5.06%). It suggests that jointly
two branches can provide more diverse data for pre-training,
further enhancing the model’s generalisation ability.

Table 4. Ablation study. ∆ is average performance gain compared
to Base. ‘ChestX.’: CheXpert dataset. ‘PadC.’: PadChest dataset.

Ablations ChestX. PadC.
∆Base InterAug Pra IntraAug Pre AUC AUC

✓ 86.24 66.29 -
✓ ✓ 84.91 66.03 -1.59
✓ ✓ ✓ 87.36 68.22 3.05
✓ ✓ 85.79 67.88 1.14
✓ ✓ ✓ 87.30 68.28 3.05
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 88.34 69.21 5.06

4.4. Information Gain from Synthetic Data

To illustrate the spread of the synthesised data, we ran-
domly sample 5,000 image-report pairs from the augmented
datasets created using the IntraAug and InterAug methods
and the original MIMIC CXR dataset. We then extract the
embeddings for both images and texts from these pairs. To
visualise how the synthesised data compares to the original
ones, we used t-SNE [35] to map the high-dimensional em-
beddings to a two-dimensional plane, as shown in Figure 3.
The t-SNE visualisation of synthesised and real data dis-
tributions suggests that our PairAug produce new, realistic
variations that complement the existing MIMIC CXR dataset.
The distributions are close in the embedding space yet with
limited overlap, indicating an expansion of the dataset’s
diversity without diverging from authentic medical cases.
This additional variety in the synthesised data could enhance
model generalisation, as it introduces unique, realistic sce-
narios for robust deep learning training.

4.5. Qualitative Results

Figures 4 and 5 provide a visualisation of the results of our
approach, revealing three interesting observations. First,
ChatGPT can effectively facilitate text augmentation. Given
different prompts, ChatGPT can generate diverse reports and
mimic the generation of novel clinical cases, thus gaining
new information. However, note that ChatGPT occasionally
outputs informal terms, such as “homogeneous clearance”.
This highlights a potential area for future improvements,
such as developing more refined prompts or filtering mecha-
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Figure 3. T-SNE visualisation of image/report embeddings, compar-
ing synthesised data from IntraAug and InterAug methods against
real data from the MIMIC CXR dataset.

nisms to remove these casual terms. Secondly, our PairAug
shows its capacity to generate medical images with a strong
semantic alignment with the corresponding reports, as de-
noted by the red boxes in images and red words in reports.
Third, Figure 5 provide more evidence that our IntraAug can
generate radiology images representing varying medical con-
ditions for a specific patient. For instance, the manifestation
of pulmonary edema in both lungs could potentially indicate
a worsening condition compared to the initial stage, where
the pulmonary edema is only present in the left lung. Some
failure cases are shown in the supplementary.

4.6. Human Radiologists Study

We conducted a Visual Turing Test with medical experts,
consisting of three distinct tasks to validate the authenticity
of the image-text pairs generated by the PairAug method.
Two radiology residents participated in this test. Task 1
involved 50 patient data sets, including real images and
PairAug synthetic images. Task 2 involved 50 patient data
sets, including real reports and PairAug synthetic reports.
For these two Tasks, the experts were asked to identify each
image/report as “real” or “synthetic/unsure”. Task 3 involved
50 patient data sets, including synthetic pairs produced by
PairAug. For this task, the experts were asked to assess the
semantic alignment between the image and its corresponding
report, categorising each pair as “good”, “poor”, or “unsure”.

The results reflect the realism of medical image-report
pairs generated by PairAug. With an average accuracy of
61% and 50% in Tasks 1 and 2, respectively, experts find dis-
tinguishing between real and synthetic images/reports chal-
lenging, suggesting a high degree of fidelity in the synthetic
data. In addition, the average performance of 61% in Task 3
suggests that although the coherence between modalities is
generally convincing, there is room for further improvement.
Limitation and Future Work The performance of PairAug
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Given this the cardiac and mediastinal 
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some volume loss in the right lung, the cardiac and mediastinal silhouettes left 
stable. no large pleural effusion is seen on the be difficult to exclude a trace right 
pleural effusion, …

Real-world reports

Figure 4. Radiology report before and after editing by ChatGPT and
the corresponding images generated by our InterAug. We highlight
the specific areas in the radiology image with red bounding boxes
and the corresponding descriptions in reports with the same colour.
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the right side, and it is difficult to exclude a 
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some volume loss in the right lung, the cardiac and mediastinal silhouettes left 
stable. no large pleural effusion is seen on the be difficult to exclude a trace right 
pleural effusion, …

Real-world reports

Figure 5. Radiology image-report pair synthesised via IntraAug.

relies heavily on the quality of the generation model em-
ployed. Here, we use the RoentGen model, pre-trained only
on chest X-ray datasets, where the underlying training data
is relatively biased and lacks diversity. In future work, our
goal is to train a model capable of generating radiology im-
ages from reports across various body parts, expanding our
approach to a wider range of medical scenarios.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an approach called PairAug to ad-
dress the challenge of acquiring paired image-text datasets in
radiology. PairAug consists of two branches: InterAug and
IntraAug. InterAug generates synthetic radiology images
paired with plausible reports, creating new patient cases,
while IntraAug focuses on generating diverse paired data
for each individual. We employ data pruning techniques to
ensure high-quality data. Experimental results across various
tasks show that PairAug outperforms baseline methods that
only focus on either image or text expansion.
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